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Abstract: Recent research suggests that the fertility-education relationship may be mediated by the educational attainment of the partner, especially among the tertiary-educated. However, there are no studies focusing on the couple-education-fertility nexus among couples who achieved only basic educational attainment, even though resource pooling theory predicts differences in family formation by couples' joint levels of socio-economic resources. We address this research gap and investigate how educational pairings among married and cohabiting partners relate to second and third birth transitions across 22 European countries, using data from the EU-SILC (European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions) panel and discrete time event history models. Our findings show significantly lower second and third birth transition rates among homogamous low-educated couples compared to heterogamous couples with one low- and one medium or highly-educated partner in the Nordic countries, but not across the rest of Europe. However, couples with one or two low-educated partners have significantly lower second birth rates compared with couples with two highly-educated partners in all European regions.
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1 Introduction

Education is one of the most well-studied predictors of childbearing in high-income countries. While causal effects in the relationship between family formation and educational trajectories have proven challenging to assess (Brand/Davis 2011; Stange 2011; Nisén et al. 2013; Impicciatore/Tomatis 2020), it is well known that the obtainment of high levels of education has come hand in hand with the postponement of co-residential union formation, the postponement of parenthood, and increases in childlessness in many nations (Martin 2000; Gustafsson 2001; Shang/Weinberg 2013; Miettinen et al. 2015). Given education expansion and the continuously
growing group of young adults who complete tertiary education, highly-educated women and men have taken centre stage as subjects of fertility-education research. However, this literature has focused much less on the childbearing behaviour of the lower-educated. This is unfortunate, as there are reasons to suspect that labour market conditions have evolved in recent decades in ways that are not favourable for the family lives of low-educated adults. Individuals without college degrees have faced significant declines in labour market opportunities, as the number of low-skilled manufacturing jobs has waned (Autor 2014; International Monetary Fund 2018). Moreover, not finishing secondary education is becoming less common across many high-income countries (Eurostat 2021). In consequence, the group of the low-educated (defined as ISCED categories 1 and 2, which usually means 9 years of schooling or less) has become smaller and more selective (OECD 2011). This may be another reason for the observable changes in family formation patterns of this group. Indeed, recent studies suggest that lower-educated individuals are increasingly displaying distinct family formation patterns, underscoring the need to learn more about their childbearing behaviour, and changes therein. For instance, low-educated men are now remaining childless more often than their more highly-educated counterparts in Finland and Norway (Nisén et al. 2014; Kravdal/Rindfuss 2008), while the incidence of early childbearing appears to have significantly increased among recent cohorts of low-educated women across most of Europe (Raymo et al. 2015). In the Nordic countries, in addition, a differential in completed family size is emerging between the lower- and the highly educated in recent birth cohorts: the lower-educated tend to either remain childless or have a relatively high number of children, while having exactly two children is most common among those with tertiary education (Jalovaara et al. 2021).

Moreover, an increasing number of studies indicates that the association between education and childbearing life courses can be contingent on the partner’s education (Bagavos 2017; Bueno/Garcia-Roman 2021; Cooke 2004; Corijn et al. 1996; Dribe/Stanfors 2010; Nitsche 2014; Nitsche et al. 2018; Trimarchi/Van Bavel 2020). Like the literature on individuals’ fertility, this still scarce but growing literature has focused on the highly-educated, including the only cross-nationally comparative study which examines the association between educational pairings and couples’ birth progressions in a wide array of European countries (Nitsche et al. 2018). Very little, however, is known about how the education of the partner may moderate childbearing behaviour among the low-educated. Yet, from an economic perspective, joint educational resources may matter at least as much for birth progressions to them as to couples with higher degrees. Indeed, one recent study of the Finnish context demonstrates significantly lower second birth rates among couples with two low-educated partners compared with heterogamous couples with one low- and one secondary-educated partner (Nitsche et al. 2020). Nonetheless, an overview of how both partners’ joint education relates to their childbearing behaviour among the lower-educated over a wider array of countries is lacking.

The aim of this study is to investigate whether the coupling of two low-educated partners may be associated with distinct patterns of childbearing behaviour in a
wide array of European nations. Using data from the EU-SILC panel study (European Union Statistics on Income and Living Condition) from 22 European countries and discrete time event history models, we examine whether those couples with the lowest joint educational resources display differences in second and third (or higher) order birth transition rates compared with couples in which one of the two or both partners have achieved medium- or high (henceforth “higher”) educational attainment. We focus on second and subsequent birth progressions, because educational pairings have been shown to be significantly associated with second and higher-order birth transitions among higher-educated couples across Europe (Nitsche et al. 2018). Moreover, second and higher-order birth transitions often occur relatively close to the previous birth to the same parents, which makes the couple perspective particularly useful. Despite increasing multi-partnered fertility, the large majority of second children in high-income countries are born to couples who continue childbearing after a first birth together (Guzzo 2014; Kreyenfeld/Heinz-Martin 2015). In our analyses, we further differentiate the subset of heterogamous couples (in which one partner has achieved low and the other some type of higher education) into couples with a low-educated woman and a higher-educated man (hypergamous) and couples with a low-educated man and higher-educated woman (hypogamous). We group countries into four geographical areas (Nordic, Southern, Western, and Central-Eastern Europe) for ease of presentation and based on cultural and societal similarities between the countries in each cluster.

2 Theoretical background

Past studies about the couple-education-fertility nexus have derived testable hypotheses from economic theories of the family. One important building block for hypothesis-building has been the concept of opportunity costs, which individuals face when they take time away from the labour market (Happel et al. 1984; Becker 2009). Opportunity costs are particularly relevant for women, because women tend to take the large majority of childbearing- and rearing-related employment breaks and are subjected to larger indirect earnings losses for care work than men (Craig/ Mullan 2011; Carmichael/Charles 2003). When lost work experience is factored in, women with high levels of education and skills face higher opportunity costs (England et al. 2016), which has further directed the research focus to the subgroup of couples with one or two tertiary-educated partners in studies on the role of the (male) partner’s resources for childbearing. Nonetheless, economic considerations for childbearing, including incurred opportunity costs for employment breaks and lost income, are likely relevant for the childbearing behaviour of the lower-educated as well.

1 First birth transition rates also varied by educational pairing in previous studies, though mainly in terms of the age at which the first birth occurs in the life course (Nitsche et al. 2018). We also estimated first birth transition rates by educational pairing among our lower-educated sample. These results are not shown, but are available from the authors upon request.
The new home economics approach, which originates from Becker’s work in the early 1980s, suggested that partner role specialisation in labour market versus domestic work is the most efficient system of family organisation (Becker 2009). Accordingly, birth rates would be expected to be highest among couples with specialised roles, such as hypergamous couples with a higher-educated man specializing in the labour market and a lower-educated woman specializing in unpaid domestic and childcare work (Becker 2009). In contrast, resource pooling theory predicts higher birth rates among couples with higher levels of pooled socio-economic resources. Here, the joint resources may serve as a buffer against the economic insecurity of either partner and enable the family to invest more resources into domestic and childcare services, facilitating simultaneous childrearing and career-building (Oppenheimer 1997). Indeed, evidence from previous studies focusing on the highly-educated subset appears to support resource pooling theory, with several studies demonstrating that couples with two tertiary-educated partners tend to have the highest second and third birth rates across a range of high-income countries in the early 21st century (Dribe/Stanfors 2010; Nitsche et al. 2018; Nitsche et al. 2020; Bueno/Garcia-Roman 2021). Resource pooling, however, also seems relevant for second birth progressions among the lower-educated, at least in the Finnish context (Nitsche et al. 2020).

Thus, joint socio-economic resources and their implications for decision-making around childbearing may be important for couples of all educational and socio-economic backgrounds, perhaps even more so for the lower-educated. Precarious employment, unemployment, and low pay emerge as important predictors for postponed or forgone childbearing (Modena/Sabatini 2012; Goldstein et al. 2013; Busetta et al. 2019; Vignoli et al. 2020; see Alderotti et al. 2021 for a quantitative review) and have been tied to a lower number of expected children among young adults (Brauner-Otto/Geist 2018). The pooling of resources in the couple may therefore be at least as important for childbearing decision-making among the lower-educated as it is for their higher-educated counterparts. Moreover, motherhood wage penalties, as one element of opportunity costs, have been shown to be about equally large among lower-educated compared with higher-educated women (Budig/Hodges 2010; Killewald/Bearak 2014; England et al. 2016), implying that opportunity cost considerations related to childbearing, and by extension the pooling of resources, may be just as important for childbearing decision-making among lower-educated couples.

2.1 Hypotheses

Following Oppenheimer’s argument that the pooling of resources has become essential for families’ welfare, couples with at least one low-educated partner are socio-economically more vulnerable; likely even more so when both partners have a low level of education (Oppenheimer 1988, 1994, 1997). Therefore, first, couples with two low-educated partners can be expected to display the lowest birth
transition rates to second and third births, because they have the fewest resources at their disposal.

In contrast, and second, role specialisation arguments imply that high opportunity costs for women’s care-related employment breaks could translate into lowest second and third birth rates for hypogamous couples, with a low-educated man and secondary- or tertiary-educated woman. This would apply specifically to couples in which the hypogamous educational pairing translates into a female breadwinner or main-earner arrangement (Van Bavel/Klesment 2017).

A third possible prediction emerges from the bargaining perspective (Molm/Cook 1995; Bittman et al. 2003). Assuming an equal distribution of fertility desires across educational pairings, hypogamous couples with a higher-educated woman and a low-educated man may display the highest transition rates to second or third births, in the case that she can use her potentially stronger economic standing to negotiate for more support with childrearing with him.

Finally, the partners’ educational pairings may be less relevant for couples’ second or third birth progressions among lower-educated couples. Two important non-monetary resources needed for childrearing are time and emotional energy (Bianchi et al. 2004; Hochschildt 1979; Goldberg et al. 2002). Low-skilled individuals face barriers in the labour market for career advancement (Holzer 2000) and are more likely to work in occupations which offer fewer career advancement opportunities (Barone et al. 2011; Manzoni et al. 2014). In consequence, low-educated individuals may be faced with fewer “competing devotions,” such as simultaneous family formation and career-building, which often requires working over-time and high energy investments (Blair-Loy 2009; Gauthier/de Jong 2021). In consequence, the low-educated may have more time and emotional energy resources at their disposal, outside of regular work hours, to invest in childrearing. If educational pairing effects among tertiary-educated couples operate primarily via income effects which allow for time and energy compensation through the ability to purchase services (childcare, housework help, etc.), educational pairing effects may not be present among couples with one or two low-educated partners.

2.2 Regional Context

The relation between educational pairings and progression to second and third births may be moderated by the social context of a given country. Welfare policies offer people some financial security and thus support them in realising their fertility desires even in adverse economic conditions. Consequently, individuals living in countries with greater welfare support would be more likely to have a child despite turbulent economic conditions or a precarious labour market. Besides family policies, labour market policies (such as unemployment benefits, assistance in job searches, and the level of employment protection) may also influence the relationship between educational pairings and fertility by affecting unemployment duration, opportunities for entering employment, and by providing financial support in the case of unemployment (Adserà 2004, 2005). Finally, the incidence of women’s labour force participation and the gender division of labour may also affect the
relationship. In countries where women are less present in the labour market and where the division of labour is more traditional, low-educated women may consider their careers as less important than their male partners’ careers. Among European countries, Nordic countries are known for providing strong welfare support and for implementing active labour market policies that facilitate entry into employment (Thévenon 2011). These countries are also characterised by high labour force participation among women and a more egalitarian division of household labour (Altintas/Sullivan 2016). Western Europe also provides strong financial support for the unemployed and has elaborate family policies (Thévenon 2011), but still lags behind the Nordic countries when it comes to women’s labour force participation and gender equality in the household (Steiber et al. 2016). Finally, social assistance for families and the unemployed is least generous in Southern Europe and in the post-socialist countries of Central and Eastern Europe (Alderotti et al. 2021). The gender division of labour is heavily asymmetric, both in the east and the south, but women’s employment plays a substantially greater role in the former, as it constitutes an important income source for families (Matysiak 2011).

3 Data, sample and methodological strategy

3.1 Data and Sample

We investigate how low educational attainment of the male partner, the female partner or both is associated with parity transitions using data from the EU-SILC, an ongoing household panel that was launched in 2003 with nearly all EU member states participating by 2005. It provides a household roster and collects detailed information on all household members aged 16 and above. It is a rotational panel by design, meaning that it consists of four subsamples which are interviewed in parallel for four consecutive years (except for Norway and France, where the observation period is 8 years), but each subsample enters the panel at a different point in time. We use EU-SILC data for our study because it provides full household rosters, detailed information on educational attainment and enrolment of all household members, has a longitudinal panel design, covers a wide array of European countries, and is current and ongoing, thereby depicting the current family situation in Europe. The data also has disadvantages, mainly the fairly short observation duration and the lack of retrospective information on fertility and partnership histories, as well as missing educational histories.

We use data from the EU-SILC release 2014 (covering data collected in years 2004-2012) and construct two analytic event history sub-samples, one for the transition to second births, and the other to third or higher order births. The EU-SILC does not provide information on non-resident children or previous dates of union formation and dissolutions. Therefore, fertility histories were reconstructed from the information on household composition, relationship statuses within the households, and the birth years of their members. We limit our analysis to cohabiting and married couples involving women aged 18-35 for all three samples.
The construction of fertility histories through the household roster implies the possibility of left-truncation. In other words, if children were born when their mothers were very young, they may already have left the parental home before their mother turned 35, which is especially likely among lower-educated individuals who tend to make the transition to parenthood earlier in the life course than individuals who obtain more education. Our data does not allow us to take union duration or time since completing education into account, hence we cannot control for this selectivity in the analyses.

We focus on continued childbearing, because educational pairing differences in first births appear to relate primarily to birth timing (Nitsche et al. 2018), which may yield less couple-level variation among the lower-educated, who, on average, have their children early in the adult life course (Rindfuss/John 1983). Also, birth rate differences between educational pairings appear to be most pronounced with respect to second births. The sample of couples exposed to second, third, or higher order birth risks consists of unions including a woman who meets the age conditions listed above and who were living with at least one child aged 5 or younger. The condition on the age of the child was introduced in order to exclude couples from the sample who were rather unlikely to give birth to another child, either because of their preferences, health conditions, or union quality. Moreover, including longer birth intervals would make it more likely that the current partner is a new partner and not the biological parent of the older sibling(s) (Kreyenfeld/Heinz-Martin 2015). This restriction excludes one-fifth of second births and a little less than one-third of third births, as 80 percent of second births and 70 percent of thirds births observed in our pooled sample occurred within 5 years after the birth of the previous child. All couples were considered at risk for childbearing until that event occurred, until union disruption, or until the date of the exit from the panel, whichever came first. Both partners were allowed to re-enter the sample in case they formed another union during the panel.

The EU-SILC offers panel data for 30 European countries, 22 of which are included in our sample. We excluded data from Spain and Ireland due to non-response substitution conducted in these countries for households that dropped out, causing subsequent issues with representativeness (Iacovou et al. 2012). In addition, we found unrealistically low numbers of births by exposure time in Cyprus, Malta, and Romania when compared to the period TFR. We therefore excluded these countries from the sample as well. Finally, we excluded Bulgaria and Lithuania, as these countries have particularly high attrition rates, which has been shown to bias fertility estimates based on the EU-SILC (Greulich/Dasré 2017).

We clustered the single-country samples into four sub-samples of country groups. Our Nordic country group includes Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden; the Western group comprises Austria, Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and the UK; the Southern group consists of Greece, Italy, and Portugal; and the Central-Eastern European group includes the Czech Republic, Estonia, Croatia, Hungary, Latvia, Poland, Slovenia, and Slovakia.
3.2 Models and Covariates

3.2.1 Dependent Process and Models

As our data are measured annually, we estimated discrete time event history models separately for the transitions to second and to third and higher-order births. Couple-level random effects were added to the models in order to account for the correlation across observation years on the couple level. We constructed indicator variables which measure the actual combinations of her and his educational attainment. In order to avoid the number of pairings becoming intractably large, we measured his and her education in three main groups: low, medium, and high. Low education corresponds to the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) 0, 1, and 2 (i.e. lower secondary or second stage of basic education at most), medium education to ISCED 3 and 4 (i.e. upper secondary and post-secondary non-tertiary) and high education to ISCED 5 and 6 (first and second stage of tertiary education). The three pairing categories which are of main interest for our analyses are those that include the low education levels, i.e. when both partners have low education (homogamous), when the woman has low education while the man has higher education (medium or high education, hypergamous), and when the man has low education while the woman has higher education (medium or high education, hypogamous). Of the remaining categories, we only show results for couples with a) two partners with a medium level of education, as this is the most common pairing in many countries, and b) two highly educated partners, as this is the pairing with the highest second and subsequent birth transition rates across Europe.

3.2.2 Covariates

The relationship between educational pairing and second and third (and higher parity) birth risks is estimated net of her and his enrolment in education, her age, the absolute difference between his and her age in years, marital status (married vs. cohabitation), year dummies to control for period effects, and country dummies to control for differences in birth rates between the single countries within the groupings. In the EU-SILC, enrolment is defined as being currently enrolled in the formal education system, meaning either primary, secondary, or tertiary schooling. Vocational training activities outside of the formal education system do not qualify as enrolment in this definition. Educational attainment is measured as the highest ISCED level attained at the time of interview. We treat both educational enrolment and attainment as time-varying covariates and allow for entry in and exit from enrolment as well as educational upgrading of either partner. Enrolment and attainment level are lagged by one year, as we are interested in the relative educational pairing at the time of conception. We furthermore control for the woman’s age at first birth in order to account for time squeeze effects experienced by women who made the transition to the first child at later ages, the age of the youngest child, and a squared term for the age of the youngest child.
Some limitations of our empirical approach should be mentioned at the outset. Most importantly, our data provide only a snapshot of couples’ life courses and do not allow us to distinguish between timing and quantum effects. Thus, we are unable to verify whether couples who did not have a (next) child within three years eventually had one later on. Second, we are unable to control for a selection of certain couples into stable unions or parenthood. Our findings about the determinants of couples' second and third birth rates therefore do not allow conclusions about completed fertility. It is possible that couples of some educational pairings are less likely to separate than others, and hence have longer exposures to the “risk” of childbearing, so that elevated birth rates may be partly driven by higher union stability.

3.3 Sample Descriptive Statistics

Tables 1a and 1b provide an overview of the number of couple-years and events by educational pairing and country cluster in our analytic sample. There is marked variation in the distribution of educational pairings across regional clusters. Low educational attainment is widespread across Southern Europe, but not in the other clusters. In the Southern European cluster, about half of the couples (meaning couple-years) at risk of second or third (or higher order) birth feature at least one partner with low education. This applies to only roughly 20 percent of couple-years at risk in Western Europe, and to around 15 percent of couple-years at risk in Northern and Central-Eastern Europe (for time at risk of second births, distributions for third birth risks differ slightly). Consequently, the number of birth events in our sample is small among couples with one low-educated partner in some of the clusters, particularly in the low-low educated pairing in the Nordic countries for both second and third birth transitions. But this also applies to the number of third and higher-order birth events in the Southern European cluster among heterogamous couples with one low- and one higher-educated partner. Parity progressions to third and higher-order births are less frequent in Southern European countries generally speaking, compared to other European countries (Frejka 2008), which likely is a factor behind the lower number of third birth events in this cluster. Results for the Nordic countries and for third birth transitions in the Southern European cluster thus need to be interpreted with caution.
### Tab. 1a: Analytic sample second births

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Pairing</th>
<th>Nordic</th>
<th>Western</th>
<th>Southern</th>
<th>Eastern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Both high</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure %</td>
<td>29.58</td>
<td>26.04</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure years</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>1212</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events N</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>She high he medium</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure %</td>
<td>20.49</td>
<td>15.86</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>17.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure years</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>1307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events N</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>She medium he high</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure %</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>9.05</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>5.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure years</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events N</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Both medium</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure %</td>
<td>27.65</td>
<td>29.03</td>
<td>30.54</td>
<td>46.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure years</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>1351</td>
<td>1071</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events N</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>She low he higher</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure %</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure years</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events N</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>He low she higher</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure %</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>16.74</td>
<td>5.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure years</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events N</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Both low</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure %</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>6.36</td>
<td>22.07</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exposure years</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>774</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>events N</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EU-SILC 2014 release, covering data collected from 2004 to 2012, own estimations
We illustrate our results by providing a series of figures that plot predicted birth probabilities by years elapsed since the birth of the previous child separately by country group and parity. Figures 1 and 2 show the predicted second and third birth probabilities from our models for each educational pairing and for each year since the birth of the previous child, by parity and country cluster. Using the `nlcom` command in Stata 14, we estimated standard errors and 95 percent confidence intervals around the predicted values, holding the values of the other covariates constant at...
their mean or modal values. The figures display the predicted birth probabilities and indicate graphically whether the predicted values of the shown educational pairing groups differ significantly from the reference category: couples in which both partners have a low level of education. We chose not to display confidence interval bands for easier readability; instead, the line type indicates whether the birth probability of the displayed educational pairing differs significantly from that of the reference group. The threshold for statistical significance was set at the 10 percent level (p-value <.10). The reference category we chose here are couples with two low-educated partners (the line for whom is always red and solid). Solid lines for the other educational pairings indicate significant differences to this reference category, while dotted lines mean that the difference in the predicted probabilities of this specific educational pairing and the reference group is statistically insignificant.

Figure 1 (panels a-d) shows the predicted second birth probabilities by years elapsed since the first birth. In Western, Central-Eastern, and Southern Europe, there are no significant differences in parity progressions to second births between couples with two low-educated partners and couples with one low-educated partner and one with more education. However, such differences do appear to exist in the Nordic countries. Here, homogamous low-educated couples display significantly lower predicted parity progressions to second births than couples with one low-educated partner only. However, couple-years at risk and the number of events for the low-educated groupings in the Nordic countries are low, as the group of low-educated individuals is a rather small minority across North European countries, so case numbers may be too low for this result to be representative. A second result that stands out across the country groupings is that couples with either one or two low-educated partners display lower parity progressions to second births than couples with two highly-educated partners throughout.

Parity progressions to third births look similar to second birth transitions (Figure 2 (panels a-d)). There are no significant differences between the educational pairings involving one or two low-educated partners in Southern Europe. The Nordic countries again display significantly different third birth rates between the low-educated pairings. Both types of couples involving only one low- and one higher-educated partner have accelerated progressions to third births, compared to homogamous low-educated couples, but these predictions are based on small case numbers. In the Central and Central-Eastern European cluster, hypogamous unions with a low-educated man and a higher-educated woman have significantly lower third birth rates than homogamous low educated couples do, but only in years 2-5 after the second birth.
Fig. 1: Predicted second birth probabilities by educational pairing and country cluster

Legend: “both high”: both are highly educated (homogamous); “both medium”: both are medium educated (homogamous); “both low”: both are low educated (homogamous); “he low she higher”: he has low education while she has higher education (medium or high education, hypogamous); “she low he higher”: she has low education while he has higher education (medium or high education, hypergamous).

Note: Homogamous low educated couples serve as the reference category, they are always depicted as a solid red line. The remaining lines are solid if the difference in the birth probability between the represented pairing and the reference group is significant at p<0.1; they are dotted if the difference is not significant.

Source: EU-SILC 2014 release, covering data collected from 2004 to 2012, own estimations
Fig. 2: Predicted third and higher order birth probabilities by educational pairing and country cluster

Legend: “both high”: both are highly educated (homogamous); “both medium”: both are medium educated (homogamous); “both low”: both are low educated (homogamous); “he low she higher”: he has low education while she has higher education (medium or high education, hypogamous); “she low he higher”: she has low education while he has higher education (medium or high education, hypergamous).

Note: homogamous low educated couples serve as the reference category, they are always depicted as a solid red line. The remaining lines are solid if the difference in the birth probability between the represented pairing and the reference group is significant at \( p<0.1 \); they are dotted if the difference is not significant.

Source: EU-SILC 2014 release, covering data collected from 2004 to 2012, own estimations
5 Discussion and conclusions

Previous research indicates that second and third birth rates vary systematically by couples’ educational pairings across a wide array of European regions, i.e. that the association between an individual’s level of education and their fertility trajectory can be contingent on the partner’s level of education. This literature has focused on couples with high levels of education (e.g. Nitsche et al. 2018), leaving the question of whether birth rates among lower-educated individuals vary systematically by the education of the partner unaddressed. Our study addressed this gap. We examined progression rates to second and third births by educational pairings among heterosexual couples with one or two low-educated partners, using data from the EU-SILC on 22 countries, which we clustered into the four broader regions of the Nordic countries and Western, Southern, and Central-Eastern Europe.

Four main findings emerged. First, apart from the Nordic countries, there are no differences in second birth probabilities between couples with one and two low-educated partners across Europe. The same pattern applies to third and higher parity births, the only exception being that hypogamous couples with a low-educated man and a higher-educated woman have significantly lower third birth probabilities in Central-Eastern Europe than homogamous low-low educated couples. Overall, these results do not support the resource pooling hypotheses, the gender role hypothesis, and the bargaining hypothesis for lower educated couples’ fertility behaviour in Western and Southern Europe, and in Central-Eastern Europe concerning second births.

While we cannot measure any of the underlying mechanisms, our findings hint at different dynamics, or more varied, less systematic dynamics with respect to couples’ educational pairings and second or third and higher-order births among lower-educated couples, compared to more highly-educated couples. In particular, resource pooling does not appear to play the same systematic role for lower-educated couples’ continued childbearing than studies suggest it does among more highly-educated couples (Dribe/Stanfors 2010; Nitsche et al. 2018). However, our analyses do not contain information on income. It is possible that, on average, gains in earned income for an educational increase from low to medium education are less steep than gains from medium to tertiary education. This means that pooling effects might still emerge for couples whose heterogamous coupling of one low and one higher educated partner implies higher income gains. The same may apply to other resources which potentially accompany tertiary education, such as social networks, housing conditions, health, and access to a wider array of health services. In other words, resource pooling among couples with one low- and one medium-educated partner may not have the same meaning, or may come with a larger variation in pooling gains compared to resource pooling among two tertiary-educated individuals. Alternatively, couples with one or two low-educated individuals may not be in the same need of additional purchased services, which become affordable via resource pooling, in order to realise a second or third birth. If low-educated individuals have a greater availability of time and energy resources to invest into their children – for instance because their job demands bleed less into
their private lives – investments into private services may be needed less often to realise second and third childbearing. Our study is limited in that it cannot address these potential mechanisms underlying the detected patterns. Future research is needed to investigate these potential pathways with adequate data.

Second, the Nordic countries stand out. Here, we do find some evidence for the resource pooling hypothesis among the lower-educated subset of couples. Couples with the lowest joint human capital (i.e. low education for both) exhibit delayed or forgone progressions to second and third births in this country group, compared with couples in which one partner has low and the other has secondary or tertiary education. These findings for the Nordic country group support Oppenheimer’s pooling argument: couples with the lowest joint human capital may be those facing the most constraints in making the decision for another child in the Nordic countries. This is noteworthy, because the Nordic countries generally provide high levels of welfare state transfers to families (Gupta et al. 2008). However, we need to interpret these results with great caution, as they hinge upon the small number of couples with homogamous low education and a very small number of events in our data. Nonetheless, they corroborate findings from a recent study, drawn from large samples from Finnish registers, which shows significantly lower second birth transition rates for low-low-educated couples, compared with all other educational pairing types (Nitsche et al. 2020). Future research is needed to confirm these patterns and investigate underlying reasons for these lowest second and higher order birth transition rates among homogamous low-educated couples in the Nordic countries. Future work should also take differences in union dissolution probabilities by educational pairing into account, which our study did not, representing a further limitation to interpreting our findings. Previous studies demonstrate differences in divorce and union dissolution risks by educational pairing. Low-low-educated couples have the highest divorce risks (Lyngstad 2004) in Norway, and the highest risk to separate when cohabiting (Mäenpää/Jalovaara 2014) in Finland. Event-history estimates are sensitive to differences in exposure time, in other words, the significantly lower birth rates among the low-low-educated pairings in the Nordic countries may hinge on their particularly high union dissolution risks, because they are no longer at risk of having another child when they leave the estimation sample due to a union dissolution.

Third, hypogamous couples with a low-educated woman and a higher-educated man had slightly lower third birth probabilities than the homogamous low-low-educated couples in Central and Eastern Europe. We cannot test whether this educational pairing translates into female breadwinner arrangements. However, female breadwinner arrangements are both more culturally accepted and significantly more common across Central-Eastern European countries (Haas et al. 2006). It is possible that female breadwinner couples among the lower-educated groups can afford a third child less often or not as soon as low-low-educated couples, because they rely on the woman’s income more heavily to sustain the family.

The fourth and final finding from our analyses is that couples with one or two low-educated partners have significantly lower progressions to second births in all country clusters, and to third births in Northern and Western Europe, compared to
couples with two highly-educated partners. More research is needed to address whether these differences in birth rates between high-high and the other educational pairings are driven by differences in union stability across educational pairings; the availability of economic resources such as employment, employment security, and financial well-being; or other resources which are acquired through or correlated with education, such as social capital and networks, health, access to health care services, and psychological-emotional resources, such as differences in stress management and conflict resolution skills. Further work is needed for the closer examination of these questions, and to disentangle quantum and timing effects, although this is difficult to assess methodologically and requires more detailed data featuring full fertility and partnership histories.
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